
Tonight My Love
Count: 64 Wall: 2 Level: Phrased Easy Intermediate

Choreographer: Hilda Foo (NZ) - May 2018
Music: Tonight My Love, Tonight - Paul Anka

Intro: 24 counts on vocals
Sequence: A, A,B, A,B, A,A (1st 24)
Section A#
#1st eight Rock forward, back shuffles, Rock back, shuffles
1,2, 3&4 Rock forward on RF, recover on L, RF back shuffles R L R
5,6, 7&8 Rock LF back, recover on R, LF forward shuffles L R F

#2nd eights Side Rock cross shuffles, side rock ¼ turn forward shuffles
1,2,3&4 Side rock on RF , recover on L , cross R over L shuffles
5,6, 7&8 Side rock on LF , ¼ turn over right, step RF forward , LF forward shuffles L R L

#3rd eights 3/4 turn over left, right chasse, Forward Rock, Coaster steps
1,2, 3&4 Step R forward (1), ½ turn pivot over left, step LF forward (2) with ¼ turn over left, right

chasse R L R
5,6, 7&8 Rock LF forward, recover on R, step LF back, step RF besides L, step LF forward

#4th eights ½ Turning shuffles, rock back, recover
1,2,3&4 Rock RF forward ,recover on left , ½ turn right shuffle forward RLR
5 &6,7 8 ½ turn over Right, back shuffles LRL, rock back on right (slightly swing your hip back),

recover on L
 
Section B*
*1st eights Box steps
1-4 Step to R side, step L besides R, step back on R, touch LF besides R
5-8 Step to L side, step R besides L, step forward, RF touch besides L
 
*2nd eights Side Rock Cross, ¼ turn right, side rock, step forward on L
1-4 Side rock with RF, recover on left, cross RF over L, hold on 4th ct
5-8 Side rock on L, ¼ turn right step RF forward, step LF forward, hold on 8th ct
 
*3rd eights Rock recover, ¼ turn right step side, Step forward, pivot ½ turn right, step RF, LF forward cross
1-4 Rock Forward on R, recover on L, ¼ turn right step side ( hold )
5-8 Step forward on L, pivot 1/2 turn right, step right, cross LF over R ( hold)
 
*4th eights Cross shuffles, Shimmies , Touch RF besides L
&1, 2 Step R (&),LF over R with a little jump, hold
&3, 4 Repeat
5&6&7&, 8 Step RF to right (5), shimmies (& 6), step LF to left (&), shimmies (7 &), touch RF besides left

(8)
 
Step forward on RF, ½ pivot turn left step RF forward to face front wall.
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